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Open data, open government 

 

The “audacity of hope” for a country of a billion aspirations is yet to bear result. The new wave of a
technological revolution will not be from pure data or access to consumer behaviour. The
application of data and their assimilation with solving social problems, enabling better governance
and powering elected governments to serve their citizens better is ushering in a new revolution.
When Artificial Intelligence is coupled with open data, a real paradigm shift begins. With choice
and information-sharing now redefining consumer behaviour, every company is looking to
embrace or at least look like it is embracing the new paradigm of data-driven innovation.

“Datafication” of businesses has also brought to the fore the criticality of developing data
management, storage and privacy laws. The European Union with its General Data Protection
Regulation has been a front-runner and other countries, including India, have also adopted a
collaborative model to develop privacy laws, which includes deliberations with creators of data (the
consumer) and users (corporates).

While concerns around privacy and consent have been well articulated, open government data is
a silent but powerful movement unfolding globally. Over 100 governments have already signed a
charter to proactively share data collected by various government departments, for public
consumption. Fostering collaboration, enabling creative innovations and collective problem-solving
are giving accountability and transparency a shot in the arm.

Open government data means publishing information collected by the government in its entirety,
such as government budgets, spending records, health-care measures, climate records, and
farming and agricultural produce statistics. If the advent of data-driven business models was a
watershed moment, this is the real pot of gold.

Unfortunately, the potential of this national asset is being grossly underutilised. We need to act on
it without further delay for three basic reasons. One, such data collected by governments are for
citizen welfare; hence they have an implicit right to benefit from the information. Two, data sets
such as government budget usage, welfare schemes and subsidies increase transparency and
thereby build trust. Third, and most important, it paves the way to develop technology-led
innovations which can unlock massive economic value, thereby benefitting even the poorest of
poor, the under-represented and the marginalised.

For instance, availability of data on yearly produce of crops, soil data health cards and
meteorological data sets can help companies develop customised crop insurance solutions with
specific risk-based pricing. Data points around progress in literacy rates, demographic data and
density of educators can help develop customised solutions for villages. Similarly, information on
availability of facilities in public hospitals, current occupancy rates, hospital and demographic data
can pave the way for curated health-care applications. The cases are endless and technology can
have a multiplier effect.

Research by PwC in Australia estimated that open data can add an additional 1.5% to the
country’s GDP. In the Indian context, this could conservatively translate to about $22 billion. A
case in point here is Transport for London, a public utility, which has digitised and shared only
about 80 data sets, yet this has led to the creation of multiple technology applications for city
transport and maps, unlocking estimated economic benefits and savings for the city to the tune of
£130 million.
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The power of open data has hardly been lost on the Indian government. The Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology has made some laudable efforts, including a policy
around open data. India currently houses more than 1.6 lakh data resources and has published
over 4,015 application programme interfaces (APIs) from across 100-plus departments. As a
result, India’s global ranking by the Global Open Data Barometer has jumped.

This is a good start but not enough. A closer analysis of the Open Data project shows good intent
but sporadic execution. Hence, while India publishes data points, very little of it is getting utilised
by data consumers, scientists and corporates. Naturally, the socio-economic impact is limited.

I have proposed a 5C framework to address the current underlying execution gaps of the Open
Data project, and believe it can help India achieve its stated objectives to double farmers’ incomes
by 2022 and provide universal health coverage and micro loans to micro, small and medium
enterprises among others.

The first step is to ensure completeness of data stacks opened for use either through machine-
readable formats or direct APIs. Completeness would imply a data set. For example, soil data
cards will have data on all relevant aspects as well as current emerging technologies such as
Blockchain and the Internet of Things to provide the opportunity to automate data collection.

Comprehensiveness of a data stack or various data sets is essential. For example, a
comprehensive agri-data set would have digitised data sets on soil data, rainfall, crop production
as well as market rates. Currently, data sets shared in India are somewhat disjointed and not
comprehensive.

Clustering of relevant data sets and APIs would be the next step. This would mean combining data
sets which can lead to the creation of applications such as farm insurance from weather, soil and
crop cycle/sale data. Therefore, technology developers have a road map of “innovations in focus”
for national development.

The fourth step is building anchor cases or use-cases to encourage data usage. A case in point is
Aadhaar/identity data which has seen exponential growth (post identification in e-KYC). Taking the
Aadhaar case further, its API has led to the development of market applications, an Aadhaar-
enabled payment system, and direct benefit transfers among others which are clearly pushing the
“financial inclusion” drive.

The final step would be setting up a comprehensive governance framework which includes an
open data council with cross-sector representation to monitor, regulate and build usage after
proportionate oversight.

The time is now ripe for the government to create a data-driven governance architecture by
building digital trust in the economy and its intent.

Rana Kapoor is the MD and CEO of Yes Bank.
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Neither new nor undesirable

 

Our ceaseless search for the Holy Grail to fix the challenges of governance always leads us
nowhere because the thing doesn’t exist. But what we find in the process is a counterfeit, of…
well, nothing; it looks like a solution but it is in fact a problem. Good intentions, unless tempered by
thoughtful deliberation and preparation, do not lead to good policy outcomes.

The move by the Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) towards lateral entry in
government service falls in this category. It has invited applications from “talented and motivated
Indian nationals willing to contribute towards nation building” to be appointed as joint secretaries in
10 Departments/ Ministries at the Centre. One cannot question the good intentions behind the
decision to make lateral entry more institutionalised than the case till now. Nor should one read too
much bad faith into this, until and unless that bad faith comes into the open.

Government opens doors to lateral entry

Once we unwrap the new policy, however, what we find is a little incongruence that can one day
grow into a monster. Since the problem that the new policy seeks to fix remains vague, we cannot
hope for whatever improvements promised. It is also a distant cousin to the ‘committed
bureaucracy’ bogey of the 1970s. Moreover, the lateral entry policy goes counter in spirit to the
governance philosophy enunciated by the Constituent Assembly, insofar as it concerns the
candidates from private sector, consultancy firms, international/ multinational organisations
(MNCs).

Traditionally, the services of outside experts were availed through consultative processes, a
practice quite widespread with the erstwhile Planning Commission and to some extent with its new
avatar, the NITI Aayog. It is not clear why the government determined that the practice was not
effective.

The lateral entry decision is based on the assumption that since our civil servants, especially those
of the Indian Administrative Service (IAS), are generalists and hence ill-suited to deal with policy
implications of new technologies and new modes of thinking, the country is in dire need of domain
experts. Nobody questioned the assumption so far as the government invoked it sparingly and
also it is prima facie valid.

The policy’s aim “also to augment manpower” can only mean that the lateral entry will be as wide
as regular recruitment and used as regularly. In doing so the government is turning an exception
into a rule but the whole enterprise also begs the question: what does all this mean?

Neither the DoPT nor Ministries concerned cared to define ‘domain expertise’. For example, most
of the 10 posts open for lateral entry are pretty generalist. A joint secretary in agriculture? And a
candidate is merely directed to the website of agriculture ministry. Has the need for domain
expertise in plant breeding been felt so as to look for another M.S. Swaminathan? Is there a need
for a plant pathologist? A marketing expert? Or is the nation destined to have joint secretaries in
all branches of a given Ministry? Therefore, we must recognise that domain expertise is salient
only in a very narrow context.

What is common between the lateral entry policy and the push for simultaneous polls is a certain
restlessness that the system has become too unwieldy to speed up development. The sentiment is
honourable but misplaced. The Founding Fathers felt that India needed a responsible government
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more than an efficient one. Trade-off, there is.

While elaborating why the Constituent Assembly preferred the parliamentary over the presidential
system, B.R. Ambedkar reflected the sense of the House that while the former is more responsible
but less stable, the latter is more stable but less responsible. Is the country in such a state to opt
for efficiency at the cost of accountability?

Of the three methods at our disposal to ensure the government is responsible, one is
independence of judiciary; the second is to subject the executive to constant scrutiny of the
legislature; and the third is to maintain bureaucratic neutrality.

Most democracies train their higher civil servants to be accountable rather than efficient and India
is no exception. What haunts a civil servant is the spectre of having to answer to a quo warranto
writ against his alleged action/inaction. If this dynamic renders bureaucracy slow to act, it’s a
welcome trait. In any case, a civil servant is expected to follow the decisions taken by the political
executive which is the real master.

The new system is open to three groups: 1) officers of State governments; 2) employees of public
sector undertakings and assorted research bodies; and 3) individuals in the private sector, MNCs,
etc. Among the three groups, any metric of accountability, bureaucratic neutrality and fidelity to
due process gets progressively worse from group 1 to 3.

The nation cannot escape the havoc likely to be wreaked by a large number of private sector
experts becoming joint secretaries on three-to-five year contracts. Whatever training or orientation
that these new entrants will undergo cannot match 15-20 years of acculturation/on-job training that
regular officers receive before they become joint secretaries.

Unless the government is mindful of the dangers, lateral entry can result in large swathes of higher
bureaucracy being consumed by the ‘nation-building’ zeal at the cost of accountability.

D. Shyam Babu is Senior Fellow, Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi. The views expressed
are personal
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A bureaucracy for our times

Here’s why you should binge-watch Damaged, India’s first show about female serial killer

The government’s proposal to revise the present system of recruitment to the country’s elite civil
services has set the cat among the pigeons. The Niti Aayog has recommended that the
government take recourse to lateral entry at all levels of the administration. It has elicited
instructions from the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) to the Department of Personnel and Training
(DoPT) to prepare modalities for the purpose at the level of deputy secretary, director and joint
secretary.

Today, there are 4,926 IAS officers against a total authorised strength of 6,396. The government
has sought to increase intake to 180 per year in the last four years. M G Devasahayam, a 1968
Haryana cadre IAS officer from Tamil Nadu, in a recent article accused the PMO of opting to
abandon the constitutional scheme of things and run to the market. And what is this constitutional
scheme of things?

The then home minister, Vallabbhai Patel, in light of the administrative crisis that beset India in the
wake of Partition, wrote to Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru in April 1948 advocating the formation
of an independent civil service in the functioning of which “political considerations, either in its
recruitment or in its discipline and control, are reduced to the minimum, if not eliminated
altogether”. Though chief ministers and many members of the Constituent Assembly opposed the
suggestion, the implacable Patel, in his speech to the Assembly in October 1949, declared: “The
Indian Union will go. You will not have a united India if you do not have a good All India Services
which has independence to speak out its advice…”. Patel prevailed and the IAS was born,
supposedly to be the bulwark of governance post Independence. Seventy years later, the IAS has
hardly proved itself worthy of that aspiration.

Today, the nation is changing rapidly. Governance itself finds transition-accelerated, both in
concept and form. From a means to perpetuate imperial rule, the objective of governance has
changed to seeking and managing equitable economic growth. Yet, the bureaucratic infrastructure
has remained more or less the same and grounded in the mistrust of citizens. The reasons for this
mistrust can be found in the legacy of governance in India: What the Mughals set up was adapted
and extended with an archaic secretariat system by the colonial administration. An elitist structure
informed both systems, which continues to subsist. We have been unable to come to grips with
this leviathan despite the farsighted 73rd and 74th constitutional amendments, which sought to
make the panchayat an institution of self government.

The groundwork to restructure the system — its critics in the service call it “privatisation” — has
gathered pace under the present government, in line with Niti Aayog member Bibek Debroy’s
thinking. Under the previous NDA government, regular in-service training, conceived in the 1980s
by the DoPT under then MoS P Chidambaram, fructified into phases of training updates up to the
level of joint secretary. These were designed by the Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of
Administration (LBSNAA) as a measure of career advancement. Skills were encouraged to be
acquired in service instead of relying on outdated expertise.

Under the present government, IAS trainees (no longer “probationers”), after completing their
initial training at the LBSNAA are seconded to serve as assistant secretaries in the Union
government, instead of continuing with the hallowed practice of beginning at the bottom as
assistant commissioner/collector, preferably of remote districts, thus upending ground exposure.
This amounts to an acknowledgment that the present-day civil service, unlike the Mughal design of
the mansabdari, the principal task of which was recovery of land revenue, is essentially meant to
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assist in policy making and dissemination.

The latter, of course, never happened. The number of IAS officers at the joint secretary rank, the
decision-making level, has declined; personnel from other services with no “grass roots” exposure
have been replacing them. Today, over 30 per cent of joint secretaries in GoI are from services
other than the IAS, with several IAS joint secretaries opting for repatriation to their assigned states
and relatively few empanelled secretaries readily seeking deputation to the Centre. Nearly 35 per
cent IAS officers due for empanelment as secretaries have been passed over, with little
transparency in the process.

Now, we have the PMO proposal seeking replacement of the existing mode of recruitment to the
civil service by a system in which after initial recruitment by the UPSC, allotment of service and
secondment to a state will be finalised on the combined basis of UPSC results and performance in
the 100-day Foundation Course at the LBSNAA.

The proposal is based on sound management principles. It is unfair to the recruiter and the
recruited to fix a career on the basis of a single examination. Multiple attempts are allowed to
qualify for the service. Thereafter, upon exposure to the contents of the proposed career, there is
neither an opportunity to the employer nor the aspirant to determine whether this is the right job for
her. Place this in the modern context, wherein a person whose calibre has been so tested will
have many options before her. This is a positive step towards bringing the services in line with
modern management practice. However, it will require a host of collateral reforms to succeed.

The LBSNAA, though ably led and staffed with outstanding faculty, is not equipped to make the
evaluation necessary for so a large a number of recruits in the short space of a few months. The
Foundation Course is designed simply to acquaint the trainees with the service to which they are
assigned and with colleagues from different services. It leads to life-long bonding, bringing an
esprit de corps. But it is not a testing laboratory, nor can it be in the period assigned for a service
of such vital importance.

The government ought to reassess the entire structure of the civil service, instead of taking steps
in fits and starts, to make public services more management-oriented and relevant to present
challenges. The LBSNAA with its superb facilities would be the apposite instrument for formulating
such a project. However, it would need to be restructured with training courses redesigned and
faculty selected in line with the new demands.
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Hyderabad may house first government blockchain centre

The Centre is considering a proposal to set up a Centre of Excellence for blockchain technology in
Hyderabad to drive innovation.

The proposal has been submitted by C-DAC Hyderabad, along with the Institute for Development
and Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT) and Veermata Jijabai Technological Institute
(VJTI), Mumbai.

“The Centre of Excellence, proposed to come up at C-DAC’s Hyderabad unit, will be the first one
by the government for blockchain technology,” said a senior official of the Ministry of Electronics
and IT, who did not wish to be identified.

Another official said while the project was still under discussion, it had been decided to begin work
on applications of blockchain technology. “We plan to use blockchain to digitise and secure land
records for Telangana. Once we successfully deploy it, we can then think of scaling it,” said the
official on condition of anonymity.

Finance, IoT

“We are looking for more applications where blockchain can be used. IDRBT will work on and
develop use cases and applications for finance sector. VJTI will work on IoT capabilities,” the
official said. IT firms such as Infosys, TCS, Wipro and Cognizant had made significant investments
in blockchain technology, while banks had already started using the technology, he added.
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Listening in

The Union government has proposed to set up a network of social media communication hubs to
monitor the digital chatter of citizens. To be implemented by the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, this initiative came to light when the Broadcast Engineering Consultants India called
for bids to provide software and service support for the hubs. The bidder, once successful, would
be required to monitor local editions of newspapers, cable channels, FM radio stations, and
influential social media handles. Coming on the heels of the Cambridge Analytica investigations,
this proposal raises serious questions about the surveillance state, right to privacy and data
protection.

With the proposed network of hubs poised to cover all 716 districts across India, we are reminded
of George Orwell’s famous words in 1984: “Big Brother is watching you.” Today, big data analytical
tools and machine learning can map user behaviour and predict trends. The modern-day Orwellian
nightmare of a surveillance state is that the government can analyse your digital footprint to detect
your sexual orientation or political preference. Combined with your Aadhaar data, the setting up of
a totalitarian regime will be complete.

The first casualty of this new regime will be the citizens’ right to privacy. In the Justice K.S.
Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India judgment (2017), the Supreme Court of India held
informational privacy to be “a facet of the right to privacy.” This case, decided by a constitutional
bench, looked at whether privacy is a fundamental right. One of the nine judges of the Bench,
Justice S.K. Kaul, described privacy as “an inherent right” and upheld the “individual’s right to
control dissemination of his personal information.”

While the European Union is moving towards a more secure data regime under the General Data
Protection Regulation, private data and personal information in India are still exposed to serious
risks from state and non-state actors. With the most number of Facebook users in the world, India
has taken no effective steps to investigate the Cambridge Analytica data leak. In comparison, the
U.S., the U.K. and Singapore have triggered high-level inquiries into Facebook’s operations. This
reflects the fact that the present legal framework around data protection in India is grossly
inadequate.

The government should, therefore, focus on enacting tough data protection laws which ensure a
balance between individual rights and legitimate concerns of the state like national security or
investigation of crime. The decision of the government to administer social media monitoring tools
goes against the privacy judgment and much of the global best practices in this field. Any move to
persist with the monitoring of social media is likely to be seen with grave suspicion by the people
and as contempt by the courts.

The writer is an advocate and spokesperson of the DMK
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This refers to the tendency to form friendships and other forms of interpersonal relationships with
people we come across often in our daily lives.
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